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President’s  Report 

 
   I am practising some recycling here, and basically re-
using my column from a year ago! This is not only 
because  it  is  ‘easy’,  but  also  because  it  is  still  valid. 
Before I go any further, we N E E D A T R E ASUR E R for 
this year. If you can possibly do this, please advise me, 
lacelle1@telus.net, 250-337-5909.  This is a very 
important specialized position, and the Executive needs 
this filled, both for working and voting quorum 
purposes. 
    It  seems  that one of  the main  aspects of my  ‘job’  as 
President is always asking for volunteers. The flip side 
of this is that if CVNS were not involved in so many 
things, we would not need so many volunteers. 
    The volunteers are the people who make this Society 
work! I thank all of you. I will mention some of our 
functions  that  you  fill,  both  as  a  “Thank You”,  and  as 
information about these functions. I will not refer to 
anyone by name, the thanks is extended to all of you 
whom have ever volunteered for CVNS. 
    The Executive (President, Vice President, former 
President, Treasurer, Secretary, BC Nature Rep.) are all 
volunteers, and give of their time for about eight 
meetings a year). They  do  a  lot  of  the  nuts  ‘n  bolts 
(leaves ‘n branches?) work. Working with the Executive 
are our Birding, Botany, and Conservation groups, each 
with their own volunteer leaders, and several individuals 
such as our membership secretary, webmaster, 
newsletter editor, and representatives with other green 
groups etc. Our members also show up for such things as 
broom bashes, swan counts, re-vegetation plantings, 
and/or seasonal bird counts. There are also some 
specialized  individual  volunteer  efforts  such  as  ‘card 
lady’, field trip list preparer, annual CVNS, and birding 
Potluck organizers, coffee and free trade chocolate sales, 
door greeter, bursary examiner etc. There is also 
considerable volunteer work for our Wetland Restoration 
Project, as well as updating our NHFS project  ‘Sharing 
our  Natural  History’.  Detailed  work  such  as  preparing 

(or repairing) nature signs or making display panels, and 
by being expert guides on nature, or birding walks are 
also excellently handled by volunteers. We are also often 
asked to send a representative to other events such as 
Earth Day, Shoreline Clean Up, SWI, or Parks events 
etc. Finally, CVNS as a 47 year old organization with 
160 members, many of whom are retired or current 
environmental experts, is a repository of much natural 
history information and thus handles many specific 
requests from the public. 
    With this many volunteer functions, it is no wonder I 
always seem to be asking for volunteers! Thank you 
again. 
    Having said the above, we still need volunteer for 
Treasurer. (We may also need a volunteer for VP.)  
Please consider it. I’m asking... 
Have a good Spring, (the pussy willows are out in 
Merville!) 

Dave.Lacelle 
 
PS,  one  of  the  problems with  ‘thanking’  people  is  that 
someone always gets left out. I sincerely hope this did 
not happen here. Again, YOU the volunteer are the core 
of our Society. Thank you. 

Axhenge          Photo by Dave Lacelle 
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T RIP L IST  
Suggestions for trips welcomed:   
franew@shaw.ca  
 
 
N E WSL E T T E R: 
 

Deadline May newsletter: May 1, 2012 
Newsletters are published:  February, May and 
October.  The newsletter is e-mailed to members. 
 
Available at monthly meetings. 
($5.00 per year if mailed).  
Articles are welcomed: natural history, trips, 
unusual sightings, etc.  
 
 
 
M E E T IN GS 
 
Regular monthly meetings are held 3rd Sunday 
of the month at 7:00 p.m. in the Florence Filberg 
Centre, 411 Anderton Avenue, Courtenay. 
 
June meeting: potluck at member’s house  
No meeting July, August and December  
 
Bird meetings are held the first Thursday of the 
month 7:00  p.m. at the Filberg Soroptimist 
Lounge.   For info: Art Martell 250-334-2979 
 
Botany Meetings: 
Botany Meetings are scheduled on the first 
Monday  of  every month  and  held  at  a member’s 
home, 12:30 p.m. Bring your lunch. 
For info: Jackie Gray 250-331-0313 and  
Karin Franzen 250-334-7737 
 

 

C O M M I T T E E C H A IRS 
Birding Art Martell   334-2979 
Botany  Karin Franzen  334-7737 
Conservation Frank Hovenden  338-9962  

Norma Morton  339-7336  
Wetland  Frank Hovenden 338-9962 
Liason CVEC Dave Lacelle    
Trip list Fran Newson  339-4001 
Membership Sue Martell  334-2979 
Newsletter   
   Advertising Kathie Woodley 
   Editor Sharon Niscak  339-4606 
newsletter@comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca  
Speakers Loys Maingon  331-0143 
"Card Lady" Jennifer Harrison 339-4754 
Web administrator   
Website: www.comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca  
 

M E M B E RSH IP 
 
Single $30, Family $40   (L ife $300) 
Junior 12-18    $10, Student age 18-22    $15 
 
Mail cheques to Sue Martell, 251–3399 Crown 
Isle Drive, Courtenay, BC, V9N 9X7 
Receipts at meeting or send SASE  
 
Membership due January 1st.  
If not paid by February 28th, names are struck 
off the CVNS and BC Nature lists. New 
members joining after September will have 
their membership extended to the following 
calendar year: January to December. 
 
Change of address, phone number or e-mail: 
Please advise Sue Martell, 250-334-2979 

mailto:lacelle1@telus.net
mailto:aardscanltd@gmail.com
http://ca.mc585.mail.yahoo.com/mc/compose?to=angela.dawson@shaw.ca
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SH ORE BIRDS   
by Chris Pielou 

   "Shore birds" includes all the birds normally found at 
the beach which don't swim on the sea, that is: 
sandpipers, oystercatchers, turnstones, killdeer and 
plovers. 
    The smallest and most abundant are the sandpipers, 
and the most abundant of them are the Western 
sandpiper (Calidris mauri) and the even smaller Least 
sandpiper (Calidris minutilla). They are distinguished 
from each other (with difficulty) by the colour of their 
feet, greenish-yellow in the Least and dark grey to 
black (anyway, not yellow) in the Western. The two 
species together belong in the group known as "peeps". 
They are the tiny shore birds that appear on the beach 
in huge flocks in spring, on their northward migration 
to their breeding grounds in the arctic and subarctic. 
   A big flock in flight looks as if it were a single entity: 
each individual bird appears to keep its position 
relative to those all around it unchanged, and its own 
"attitude" and flying speed the same as theirs. It looks 
as though they are all doing a carefully choreographed 
dance with great skill and, in fact, they are. They have 
developed the art because carefully timed, matched 
movements are the most efficient ways for flocks to 
travel fast and smoothly without collisions. Clearly, 
natural selection has been at work: a flock of birds that 
needs to get to its breeding territory as early in spring 
as possible, and with as many of its members finding 
desirable nesting spots as possible, has a great 
advantage over other flocks without these abilities. It is 
an interesting example of the evolution of group 
behaviour. Think of this when you see a large flock, lit 
by a low sun, all wheeling together: the whole flock 
suddenly vanishes when every bird has its shaded, 
mottled brown back toward you, and as suddenly 
flashes into sight again when their sunlit white bellies 
flash back into sight. Dunlins, as well as peeps, do this 
spectacularly well. 
    The migrants are much less eye-catching on their 
return journey in the fall, on their way to their 
overwintering territories to the south of us. This is 
unsurprising when you compare them with crowds of 
bargain-hunting shoppers on their way to boxing day 
sales. Getting there early, ahead of the crowd, is every 
shopper's ambition. Getting home, later in the day, is a 
much more spaced out affair, because nobody is in a 
special hurry. The same rules apply to migrating 
sandpipers. 
     Another point to consider in connection with long 
migrations is: how much energy does it demand of the 
birds? They have a long distance to cover and no time 
to waste; flying fast uses up energy fast, so they cannot 

afford to spend much time eating. It has been shown* 
that if the peeps had to fly to their nesting sites through 
calm air all the way, they would arrive "fatally 
emaciated, literally skin and bones". What to do? The 
answer is, use the winds. For the spring migration a 
south wind is required. Luckily it comes when it is 
needed. Our predominant winds are out of the south in 
winter and out of the north in summer. Migration is 
therefore timed to it; most of it is done in late April 
(birders' "early spring") and, in any case, predominant 
winds aren't continuous, contrary winds happen now 
and then, even when they're comparatively uncommon. 
    In most years the migration ends successfully and all 
is well; but this is another of the world's natural events 
that may be affected by global warming. 
 
*David Pitt-Brooke, Chasing Clayoquot, Vancouver: 
Raincoast Books, 2004. 
 

 
Black-bellied plover, non-breeding plumage.  
Oyster Bay, October 6, 2011.   

Charles Brandt photo 
 

 



Gardening with Colour 

 
 

   Lone  Pine  Publishing’s book Gardening with Colour 
features creative container design ideas for Canadian 
Gardens.  Creating attractive gardens is not about the 
newest and trendiest plants.  It is about choosing the soil, 
temperature, water needs for plants.   Creating colour 
and texture for attractive container gardens includes 
choosing appropriate vegetables and native vegetation.   
    Rob  Sproule  answers  many  gardeners’  questions 
including size and habit, exposure, sun, moisture, 
fertilizers and compatibility.  This will help the garden in 
plant rescue choices.  
    Perhaps you are looking for ways to provide habitat 
and food for pollinators, butterflies and birds.   Beautiful 
container gardens can provide food the bees and food for 
our souls.    With the need for plant rescue of native 
plants from building sites and habitat restoration, 
container garden knowledge makes it possible for most 
people to participate in this essential work.    
   The  author’s  goal  is  to  help  the  gardener  be  creative 
and to make the reader excited about gardening.  With 
limited space and energy this book guides the gardener 
to success in gardening with colour and dynamic flare.   
Gardening with Colour is recommended to anyone who 
is interested in growing plants.   This guide is a 
convenient size and compact.  The list price is $24.95 
and should be available at your favorite book stands.   
  

 
   Sharon Niscak  

Our C .V .N .S. Logo 
 

 
Logo designed by Betty Lunam 

 
   In 1991, for the 25th anniversary of the Comox 
Strathcona Natural History Society (now known as the 
Comox Valley Naturalists Society and Comox Valley 
Nature), Betty Lunam designed our logo.  Since we now 
have so many members who have joined since then, I 
thought they would like to know the "story" behind each 
aspect of this wonderful work of art. 
    The following description is in Betty's words:  (Betty 
now lives in Victoria, B.C., and is still a member of our 
society.) 
    The Trumpeter Swan, having elected to winter in the 
Comox Valley, makes it the Trumpeter Swan capital of 
Canada.  In a sense, the Swan has chosen to be the centre 
image of our crest. 
    In its wings, petal-like designs represent Botany; and 
the fish, Marine Biology; in the crop, one large eye 
surrounded by circles, symbolizes the environment, 
reminding us to be ever watchful. The water line anchors 
the Swan; as well, it represents our shore line, estuaries 
and rivers.  In the background is the glacier, a 
geographic landmark. 
    The whole borrows from our native art without 
pretending to be native design, hence a choice of white, 
pink, gold (on the actual crest) and black." 
                                                                                          

Helen Robinson 
 
Betty Lunam served on the CVNS Board of directors for 
many years and managed the early wetland restoration 
work.  She also physically participated in the removal of 
purple loosestrife from the estuary and weighed and 
bagged the plants.  Betty was also editor of the Comox 
Valley Naturalists’ newsletter. We appreciate her many 
contributions to CVNS.  
  



 

C V NS Marvelous Accomplishments 
   This year CV Naturalists with the dedicated guidance 
and diligent leadership of Krista Kaptein placed CVNS 
on the map as energetic diplomats for the many parks 
and natural wonders of the Comox Valley.   
   The Nature Viewing Guide, posted on the CV 
Naturalists’ website in a marvelous guide.  It is concisely 
organized providing a guide to the flora and fauna of the 
region, with details about each area.   
   John Neville, President of BC Nature, wrote:”I would 
like to congratulate the Comox Valley Naturalists and 
Krista Kaptein the Project Coordinator for this effort. 
The website features over two dozen nature viewing 
sites, with detailed information including photo galleries, 
maps, bird and plant checklists, geological descriptions, 
and links to many other resources. The project to create 
the Nature Viewing Guide, entitled ‘Sharing  Our 
Natural  History’, involved about 80 members of the 
CVNS, mostly seniors. Members participated in field 
trips, information gathering, contributing photographs, 
drawings, writing, mapping, natural history knowledge, 
technical production expertise, and management of the 
project. This information was circulated to the Executive 
Board of BC Nature, to our regional co-coordinators and 
all our clubs and to our online newsletter to our 4700 
members.”   
   The  conservation  chair  wrote,  “"The  CVN  nature 
guide is extremely impressive, and I hope we will be 
writing to congratulate them! It should also go out to all 
the clubs to inspire them to do something similar, even 
if, in the case of small clubs, less ambitious.”  
Thank you Krista and all the members who assisted with 
this impressive undertaking funded by the Government 
of Canada, New Horizons for Seniors Initiative; your 
work is greatly appreciated.    
 www.comoxvalleynaturalist.bc.ca/nature-viewing-guide 

 

 

112th Christmas Bird Count 
   Comox Valley Naturalists participated in three winter 
BSC bird counts, Deep Bay, Comox and the Little River 
Ferry/Powell River ferry, as a part of the 112th Annual 
Christmas Bird Count.   
    Bird Studies Canada and Audubon partners rely on 
data from the CBC database for a myriad of analyses 
regarding both bird conservation and climate change.  
During  last  year’s  count,  about  61  million  birds  were 
tallied in 2215 locations by over 62,000 volunteers, the 
number of both locations and observers a record level of 
participation.  In Canada, almost 12,000 participants in 
394 counts found 3.3 million birds.   
     The CBC began over a century ago when 27 
conservationists in 25 localities, led by scientist and 
writer Frank Chapman, changed the course of 
ornithological history.  On Christmas Day in 1900, the 
small  group  posed  an  alternative  to  the  “side  hunt,”  a 
Christmas day activity in which teams competed to see 
who could shoot the most birds and small mammals.  
Instead, Chapman proposed that they identify, count, and 
record all the birds they saw, founding what is now 
considered to be the world's most significant citizen-
based conservation effort – and a more than century-old 
institution. 
    The first CBC in this region was conducted by Alan 
Brooks on December 24, 1919. Today, over 60,000 
volunteers from all 50 states, every Canadian province, 
parts of Central and South America, Bermuda, the West 
Indies, and Pacific Islands, count and record every 
individual bird and bird species seen in a specified area.  
 

From Loys Maingon press release  
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Comox Lake Bluffs Presentation 

 
   H elen Robinson        Photo Luisa Ditmars 
 
   Helen Robinson, the volunteer warden for Comox 
Bluffs, presented a powerpoint slide show of ecological 
reserves, featuring the flowering plants, birds and 
mammals of the Comox Lake Bluffs Ecological Reserve. 
The Comox Lake Bluffs are an “ecological jewel”.  It is 
also home to many endangered plant species and a 
favorite recreational region.  The reserve is a protected 
area for scientific and educational research. 
 

   
Manzanita  - A rbutus Comox Bluffs         S. Niscak 

 

Newsletter Submissions Needed 
 
Thank you to Chris Pielou and Fred Constabel for your 
regular contributions to each issue of the newsletter, 
Dave Lasalle for his President report, and everyone 
works on the trip list  and other contribution and to 
Charles Brandt for his beautiful photographs.  
   Submission must be received by the first day of the 
month of issue.  It takes considerable time for all the 
steps involved in the productions of the newsletter.      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bufflehead  Bucephala albeola    Photo Charles Brandt  

A G M F ebruary 19th  
 

     Prior to the CVNS Annual General Meeting 
Richard Somerset Mackie will discuss the long 
residence and work of Comox Valley naturalist and 
writer Hamilton Mack Laing (1883-1982). Laing, a 
Manitoban, arrived in the Comox Valley in 1922 
and spent the rest of his life at the two houses he 
built on Brooklyn Creek: Baybrook and Shakesides.         
Along with Allan Brooks, Theed Pearse, and Ronald 
Stewart, Laing helped form perhaps the tightest and 
most productive fraternity of practicing 
ornithologists in rural Canada -- a group that Betty 
Brooks has termed The Pioneer Birdmen of Comox. 
Laing also hunted with Cecil "Cougar" Smith, John 
and Norman Pritchard, and many other local men. 
Mackie will assess Laing's significant contribution 
to the valley's natural history 
 



 

The State of Natural H istory: 
What everybody should consider 

and do about it 
   
   2012 is already proving to be a momentous year for 
global change, in direct continuation of the social 
changes that the “Occupy” movement started to bring us 
in 2011 and continues to develop beyond the street 
protests.  The rejection of a structurally-flawed 
economic system which has demonstrably impoverished 
both 99% of the environment and 99% of  human  
beings is now the concern of a majority of scientists. 
Anybody who opens a newspaper this 3rd day of 
February will read three items that should ring alarm 
bells for every member of a natural history society. 
   First, the Royal Society of Canada has just released an 
expert  report, Sustaining Canada`s Marine Biodiversity, 
Responding to the Challenges posed by Climate 
Change,F isheries and Aquaculture1.  Every Canadian 
should read this for breakfast with their grandchildren in 
mind.  (I add the reference below.)  To keep this very 
brief, among the many damning findings is that the 
Species at Risk Act is mere ineffective window-dressing 
for ministers and their minions. This simply confirms the 
Yale University assessment, which this report quotes, 
that Canada places 125th out of 127 countries in 
environmental regulatory enforcement protecting 
biodiversity.    
Canada is at the bottom 1.5% of the class.  This is a far 
cry from the elite situation touted by mainstream media 
and institutions.  While some will be quick to cover up 
DFO’s  failure,  it  may  be  more  important to consider 
some of the more deep-set systemic problems. 
   This situation has been in the making for the last 50 
years.  So, there is no point blaming political parties – 
they have all contributed.  Politicians are not leaders – 
they merely deliver the dogfood that will get them 
elected…again and again.    
The problem lies in public education and information.  
We get the politicians we deserve, and only an informed 
public can make informed demands.  CVNS primarily 
has an educational mandate.  It is therefore incumbent on 
us to understand the educational hurdles before us.  That 
is where the two other news items come to bear. 
    While  the  mantra  is  that  “we  live  in  the  Age  of 
Information,”  the  reality  is  otherwise.    The  surge  in 
electronic media and information has resulted in an 
increase in the restriction of the freedom information, 
and in the growth of electronic misinformation.   
    The situation has become sufficiently untenable that it 
has led to a revolt of the 99% in the scientific world.  
This month a prominent group of scientists revolted and 
opened a petition to boycott a major publisher, 
“Elsevier,”  for  its  predatory  practices which endanger 
freedom of information.  In the last week this declaration 

has garnered over 3,000 signatories from major research 
scientists. 
 
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2012/feb/02/academ
ics-boycott-publisher-elsevier ). 
    In the last decade, scientific publishing has been taken 
over by private publishers.  National Research Press 
articles used to be freely accessible to all Canadian 
taxpayers, who after all, had paid for this research.   
Now  in  a  flagrant  violation  of  the  principle  of  “no 
double  taxation,”  taxpayers  must pay again to access 
research they already paid for.  The exorbitant cost of 
access licenses have forced public and university 
libraries to severely restrict free access to research 
articles.  Whereas until about 5 years ago most of this 
was free to any member of the public, now only a select 
few individuals have unrestricted access. 
Information which contributes to public knowledge of 
the state of the environment is being deliberately 
withheld from the public, and from public discourse.  
This goes a long way to explaining how Canada has 
come to rank 125th out of 127 nations.  
    Naturalist societies committed to public education on 
the state of nature must therefore create a climate that 
fosters scientific education and culture.   That begins by 
lobbying for a restoration of public access to public 
research paid for by the public purse. 
    That brings up the third and final point, which is 
fundamental to the mandate of CVNS.  The cornerstone 
of all biology, all good ecology, and any talk and 
defense of biodiversity is acknowledge of taxonomy – 
not just identification of common names, but knowledge 
of their evolutionary role.  This cornerstone has been 
eroded away from most of our colleges and universities.  
Taxonomy is no longer taught in many departments – 
largely because university funding depends on corporate 
funding – and corporations see little value in the correct 
identification of species.  In fact, correct identification 
can be an impediment to corporate interests, such as 
development.  Many biology graduates cannot correctly 
identify species outside their narrow area of 
specialization. 
   On a per capita basis, with regards to taxonomy, 
British citizens have a much greater knowledge of floral 
and faunal species than North Americans, and yet, we 
read “UK’s last wildlife recording course threatened 
with closure”.   Birmingham University is to close its 
biological identification courses  - the only such course 
in Britain 
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/feb/02/wi
ldlife-recording-course-threatened ).    
When we will no longer be able to correctly identify 

Continued pg 7 
species – how will we measure biodiversity?  Will “an  
app”  tells  us  what  to  know?      It  is  not  comforting  to 
think that we will not miss what we do not know, unless 
we love ignorance. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2012/feb/02/academics-boycott-publisher-elsevier
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2012/feb/02/academics-boycott-publisher-elsevier
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/feb/02/wildlife-recording-course-threatened
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/feb/02/wildlife-recording-course-threatened


 

    These three basic points highlight the fundamental 
challenges that natural history societies throughout 
British Columbia face in the next two decades.  More 
than ever natural history societies must renew their 
public outreach to meet the renewed demands of their 
educational mandates.  We must teach taxonomy, keep 
pace with science and demand environmental 
accountability. 
    If we want to reverse the current trends we must 
involve the public at large in all our activities and initiate 
a community dialogue to increase public awareness of 
the state of the environment and the state of science.  
And that begins by increasing the frequency of our 
public guided nature walks, and our educational 
capacity.  And all that requires that we make big changes 
to meet new challenges. 

Loys Maingon  
 

Stinging Nettles 
 
   The tall Stinging 
needle, Urtica dioica, 
although listed as several 
taxa, is a member of the 
mint family.  It is an 
herbaceous perennial 
flowering plant that is 
well known after the first 
few encounters.  The 

nettle is found across Canada and includes wide-ranging 
native subspecies and introduced subspecies.   It is a 
handsome plant with square stem, rich dark green leaves 
with a strongly serrated margin, variously round or 
lanceolate and cordate. The leaf resembles an elongated 
heart shape with an acuminate tips and terminal longer 
terminal leaf tooth.    
   The underside of the leaf in a light green and contains 
the notorious hollow stinging hairs called trichomes - on 
both the leaf and stems. The stinging hairs readily break, 
allowing the secretions to enter skin. A painful sting is 
followed by small reddish wheals and prolonged itching 
and numbness. Initial reactions last only a few minutes 
but repeated contact can cause the pain to intensify and 
last for days. 
   The stinging hairs of stinging nettle contain the 
compounds acetylcholine, histamine, and 5-
hydroxytryptamine (serotonin), moroidin, leukotrienes 
and possibly formic acid.   Acetylcholine is found 
naturally in mammals and is involved in firing nerves, 
whereas histamine causes swelling (Mitchell and Rook 
1979).  For is reason it is not advisable to eat the raw 
leaves.  In some people it can cause the throat to swell 
with distressing consequences.   

    The underground parts include widely spreading 
rhizomes, stolons and roots, which are bright yellow.  
With a perennial growth and long root life soil metals 
begin to concentrate in the spring and in the leaf in 
summer.  It is a valuable plant because of its ability to 
concentrate minerals from the soil.  However this 
characteristic also causes it to concentrate undesirable 
heavy metals from industrial or agricultural run-off.   
    Nettles may form large colonies, ranging from two to 
three feet high, in moist areas of farmyards, gardens, 
ditches and at the edges of woodlands.  The plants 
bloom in spring in the coastal areas and early summer 
inland.  The flowers grow from small stems which arise 
below the leaf axils and sprout from the main stem.  The 
male flowers are usually on separate and shorter stems 
above the female flowers.  The clusters of green seeds 
mature in late summer.   
    All parts of the plants have been used as food and 
medicine.  The plant also contains Vitamin A and D, 
iron, sodium, potassium, phosphorus, calcium, silica and 
albuminoids.  What is most important is the time and 
season of use.  The leaves should only be eaten in the 
spring when they are about eight inches in height 
because gritty particles called "cystoliths", which can 
irritate the urinary tract are formed prior to the plants 
coming into flower.  
In both  Europe and North American stinging nettles 
have a strong association with human habitation and 
buildings. The presence of nettles may indicate that a 
building site has been long abandoned.  Human and 
animal waste may be responsible for elevated levels of 
phosphate and nitrogen in the soil, providing an ideal 
environment for stinging nettles. 
   For  the  more  academic  “nettle  leaf  extract  contains 
active compounds that reduce TNF-α  and  other 
inflammatory cytokines. It has been demonstrated that 
nettle leaf lower TNF-α levels by potently inhibiting the 
genetic transcription factor that activates TNF-α and IL-
1B  in  the  synovial  tissue  that  lines  the  joint.”   Hence 
nettles use in people with arthritis and similar 
complaints.   
   In the meantime I will enjoy young nettle leaves from 
my garden patches in a creamy soup as an annual treat 
and collect some for greens and teas during the winter. 

Sharon Niscak    
 
Eagle Fest  Saturday February 25th 2012 

In Campbell River 
 F M I see the M A RS website 

 
 

 



 

“Glorious Nature Walks” 
 
    In November of last year Christa and I left for a 2-week holiday in Ecuador starting in 
Quito where we joined a group of thirteen seniors.  We never imagined this tour to turn 
into such grandiose nature walks. Our excellent tour-guides allowed  time for discovery 
and  to become acquainted with the flora and fauna along the shores of the Napo River in 
the Amazon forest and along the beaches of  nine Galapagos Islands.  
    The bus from Quito to the Amazon made its way across the equator stopping for 
photos in a tropical garden, and then we travelled to a lodge on the river which was made 
accessible with 30 foot canoes.   On our walks around the lodge and along forest trails we 
discovered ca. 80 sizeable plants with the most beautiful flowers. A demonstration of 

hunting, fishing, and catching gold by natives living along the river provided interesting entertainment.  
   The flight from Quito and Guayaquil to the Galapagos Islands took more than two hours and made us understand the 
isolation of those lava covered islands far out in the Pacific.  We touched down at an airport and from there entered a 
little, modern cruise ship.   We discovered very soon that the attraction of the islands would be primarily the fauna, and 
to a lesser degree the flora. Sea lions were immediately playing around our boat. When we left the harbour and headed 
for the small islands, fountains of spray rose from the sea wherever we went. And we experienced a real discovery 
when approaching and stepping ashore on the islands. An unexpected number of sea lions were resting on the beaches, 
and did not move when we went ashore.  A number of those lions had a little baby behind their back. Touching them 
was of no danger, - however forbidden. The discovery of big-sized tortoises, foot-long iguanas, and a number of giant 
crabs added to the fascination of the islands.  The big sized birds resting on rocks never felt subject to any harm, and 
allowed a close eye. W hat a surprise! 
    A stop in such close contact  to nature made me a little unhappy when I learned that according to UNESCO's law 
visitors of the Galapagos Islands we were never allowed to touch  the plants and animals. When turning a leave of a 
shrub I wanted to identify.  I received a chain of hard words from the tour-guide. Still, my plant list covers about 20 
plants per island thanks to the "Flora" on board the ship. "F lowering Plants of the Galapagos" by Conley K. McMullen 
Cornell University Press, 1999, which was most helpful for identification. 
    The trip to the Galapagos Islands ended with us stepping ashore at Santa Cruz and a visit to the Charles Darwin 
Research Station. The stop was helpful in learning about the history of the islands and specifically Darwin's 
identification of 14 finches. Differences in the morphology of their beak must have been possible when the birds came 
to rest on his hand. Today the station shows visitors how to breed tortoises and how to educate tour guides. Our group 
was impressed, day by day!   

  Fred Constabel 
 

 
Galapagos sea lions  on the beach on  
 Galapagos Islands .                             Photo F red 
Constabel 

 

 
 

Eagle F est 2012 
 

Campbell River Bald Eagle Festival on Saturday, 
February 25th!  EagleFest starts at 10 a.m.  
Ambassador birds; engaging environmental 
and wildlife displays, expert speakers.  FMI 
visit the Mountainaire Avian Rescue Society 
(MARS) website.  

 



 

C V NS Nature Walks & A ctivities March to June 2012 
Car pool at the O ld Church Theatre 755 Harmston Avenue in Courtenay.  A rrive at the parking area on 
Harmston Avenue to car pool 30 minutes prior to the start of the walk . Meet guides at trail heads. 
 
March 10, Saturday,  *Puntledge River T rail.  Meet 9:00 a.m. Harmston  or 9:30 a.m. Comox Lake Dam parking lot.  

 Leader:  Robin Harrison 250 339-4754 

March 17, Saturday,  Goose Spit - Geology & Water Birds meet 9:30 am Harmston  or 10:00 a.m. at the gate to 
 DND  on Goose Spit.   Leader:  Chris Pielou & Fran Newson 250 339-4001 

March 24, Saturday, F anny Bay Conservation A rea/Ships Point meet at 8:45 a.m. Harmston or 9:30 a.m.  

 Ships Point Park.   Leader:  Bill Stewart 250 338-1855 

March 31, Saturday, C VNS Airpark work party.  9:00 a.m. to Noon - park on Mansfield Drive.  Bring clippers, 
 gloves, water and snack.  Leader: Frank Hovenden 250 338-9962 

April 7, Saturday, * Cumber land Marsh. Meet 8:30 a.m. Harmston or 9:00 a.m. at the marsh near Jumbo's cabin by 
 the road to Comox Lake.  Leader:  Loys Maingon  250 331-0143 

April 14 Saturday, Tsolum River F lats - Lillies & birds. Meet 10 am Fairgrounds/Curling Rink on  Headquarters 
Road.  Leader: Fran Newson 250 339-4001 

April 22, Sunday, Doug Innes Memorial Bird Count at Sointula.   Art Martell 250 334-2979 

April 22, Sunday, Earth Day.  Come to Simms Park to participate in the celebrations.  Comox Valley Nature will 
 have a  display. 

April 28, Saturday, M iracle Beach Park .  Meet 9:15 a.m. Harmston  or 10:00 am at park. Bring a snack & drink. 
 Leader: Betty Brooks 250 337-8180 

May 5, Saturday, Bear C reek Park .  Meet 8:15 a.m. Harmston  or meet at  9:00 a.m. at park entrance.  Leader:  Charlie       
Vaughn 250-337-8955 

May 12, Saturday, * Puntledge/Ruth Masters Park. Meet 9:00 a.m. at parking lot on 1st. Street in Courtenay.  Leader:  
Karin Franzen 250 334-7737 

May 22, Tuesday,  Comox Lake Bluffs E cological Reserve.  Meet 9: a.m. Harmston. Bring a lunch and wear  good 
walking shoes. Leader:  Helen Robinson 250 339-2608 

May 26, Saturday, * Seal Bay Park .  Meet 9:30 a.m. Harmston – 10:00 a.m. Seal Bay Bates Road  entrance 

 Leader Frank Hovenden 250 338-9962 

June 2, Saturday, Point Holmes Beach Walk . Meet 9:30 a.m. at  Harmston  or10:00 a.m. at Point Holmes boat ramp. 

 Wear boots because of slippery rocks.  Leader:  Robin Harrison 250 339-4754 

June 17 Sunday Annual C V NS potluck—place T B A 

 *Denotes walk is available to the public 

Please note:  Guides:  All non-member field trip participants need to sign a waiver recognizing that there are risks 
inherent to all outdoor activities.   

On all field trips wear suitable clothing and footwear, and bring water & a snack.  No dogs please.  Share travelling 
expenses when car-pooling. 

Remember car pooling at Old Church Theatre, 755 Harmston Avenue in Courtenay, 30 minutes prior to the start of our 
walks. Meet guides at trail heads. Check foot-wear.  And no dogs, please.  


